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Why Copper? 
 

Dr. Copper is Ailing: But Global Trade Will Revert to the Mean 
 

 

Copper’s Demand – It is In Everything We Use and Difficult to Substitute  

Anything with an on/off switch uses copper. Our homes, infrastructure and electronics all 

require copper as a critical input. Its traditional uses are now amplified with new forms of 

electrification which include not only electric vehicles, but the infrastructure needed for solar 

and wind power generation and storage. Copper is a versatile metal whose conductivity, low 

cost and difficulty to substitute makes the red metal so integral to business that its price is 

considered an indicator of economic growth.    

 

Copper’s Short Term Obstacle: US – China Trade War 

As a counter measure to China’s aggressive growth plans, the US Trade Representative has 

implemented tariffs on certain Chinese imports in 2018, and even accused China of theft of 

intellectual property. China retaliated by implementing its own tariffs, and this was the start 

of an on-going trade war—ultimately stunting copper demand as China is the worlds largest 

consumer.  

 

Impact on Price 

The trade war has slowed down Chinese copper demand, keeping copper prices low 

(currently ~$2.60/lb). Long-term price will heal once the trade dispute is settled or an 

agreement is made.     

 

The Return of Demand & Copper’s Wealth Effect 

China is responsible for over 50% of global demand in the form of infrastructure, construction, 

manufacturing and electrification. A key factor in increasing global copper demand is the 

global wealth effect and population growth. As populations and GDP per capita continue to 

grow in developing nations, copper demand will increase in lockstep. 

 

Made in China 2025, China 2035 and China 2049 

China’s growth plans are underpinned by copper. Its ‘Made in China 2025’ 10-year goal is to 

transform the country into the leader for ten high-tech industries, including electric vehicles 

and technology. The plan focuses on China’s domestic companies becoming self-sufficient 

and developing core components with the government supporting acquiring the ‘know-how’ 

(intellectual property) for developing such technology. By 2035, China plans to compete with 

the world’s manufacturing powers on all fronts, and by 2049 China aims to become the world 

leader. Ambitious as the plan is, China has set clear goals and as such has been voraciously 

acquiring the raw materials to achieve their objectives.  
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Supply-side Headwinds: Old, Degrading Mines in Risky Jurisdictions 

Grades from copper mines in Chile, who in 2018 produced 28% of the world’s copper, are in 

steep decline and face drastically increased capital expenditures due to the need for 

desalination plants, to use sea water as their water source. Furthermore, new large scale 

copper mines take decades to become operational and the location of expected future supply 

in the pipeline remain in high risk jurisdictions. 

 

Average Copper Mining Grades in Chile 1999-2016 

 
Source: Cochilco, Q3/2016 

 

Copper is Cyclical 

Over the past 20 years, copper price has fallen below $1.50/lb during the 2008-2009 

recession and has risen to over $3.50/lb multiple times (2005, 2006, 2007, 2010, 2012) and 

has even reached the $4.00/lb mark in 2010-2011. The current dip in copper prices 

provide for an entry opportunity. Long-term fundamentals and structural issues continue 

to point towards increasing copper demand coming from China and other developing nations. 

The world needs secure, established copper supply to meet the demand. 

 

Incentive Pricing 

An price of ~$3.20/lb is needed to incentivize development of new copper mines. This price 

can be higher based on specific government goals. For example, a price of $4.00/lb is 

needed to meet the UK government mandated decarbonisation targets by 20301. Under a 

more extreme scenario, to achieve complete decarbonisation by 2025 (“Greta Scenario” , a 

copper price of ~$9.10/lb is required. Copper is key in decarbonisation. Wind and Solar 

energy use anywhere from 3 to 15 times the copper per unit compared to fossil fuels. 

Similarly, electric vehicles use anywhere from 4 to 16 times the copper than a traditional 

internal combustion engine.  

 

Nearly 50% of Supply at Risk 

Apart from Latin America, other large copper producers are in Africa (i.e. Zambia, Democratic 

Republic of Congo), Indonesia and Russia, accounting for a total of 45% of global production.  

 

 
1 John Dizard. Financial Times. October 4, 2019. “Why is nobody buying the copper needed for a greener 
world?” 
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These jurisdictions have political and economic risks, including resource nationalization,  

implementing increased royalties and overall operational uncertainty. Furthermore, majority 

of future copper supply is expected to remain focused on these high-risk jurisdictions. 

 

The Perfect Place for a Copper Mine: Quebec, Canada 
 

If you could select the most ideal location for a copper deposit, you’d want it Quebec. Then, 
you’d want it right beside a highway, a railroad and with access to power supply. Power Ore’s 
Opemiska checks each of these boxes and is off to a fantastic start with its drill program with 
twelve 100 metre copper and gold mineralized intervals near surface including several 
headline drill holes: 
 
Power Ore’s Opemiska Copper Mine Complex is in an easily accessible location where 

capital costs can be 2.5x lower for producing mines, and operating costs 60% lower2 as 

opposed to more typical remote locations.  Opemiska is easily accessible via paved highway 

which significantly reduces exploration, development and operating costs.  

 
2 Sander Grieve (Bennett Jones). Canadian Mining Journal. October 2019. P. 10  

http://www.powerore.com/


 

 

High Grade Copper in Quebec 
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The Opemiska Copper Mine Complex: 
 

• In the Chibougamau District in Quebec, within 
Plan Nord 

• Road, Rail and Power on Site 
• High-grade, near surface, disseminated  
 mineralization: 
  4.15% CuEq over 25.0 Metres 
  3.07% CuEq over 43.0 Metres 
  2.54% CuEq over 74.0 Metres 
  1.01% CuEq over 162.0 Metres 

Veins 

N 
Springer Perry 

 

Underground mining by Falconbridge: 23 million tonnes @ 

2.4% copper and 0.3 gpt gold over 38 years from Springer 

and Perry 

 

Digitized Data: 14,500 DDH, 850,000 metres of drilling, 

300,000 assays, 1,000 maps & sections  

 

Power Ore Reinterpreting Opemiska as an Open Pit 
with underground optionality at Perry 

N 
 

 
High–Grade Intersections Long Mineralized Intervals 

4.65% CuEq over 7.9 metres 284.4 metres @ 0.30% CuEq 

4.15% CuEq over 25.0 metres 224.5 metres @ 0.20% CuEq 

3.07% CuEq over 43.0 metres 186.0 metres @ 0.22% CuEq 

2.54% CuEq over 74.0 metres 137.9 metres @ 0.35% CuEq 

1.01% CuEq over 162.0 metres 133.9 metres @ 0.65% CuEq 

2019 Drill Program on Springer: Significant Disseminated Mineralization 

*Copper Equivalent ("Cu Eq.") grade including copper, gold, silver, cobalt and zinc based on 100% recoveries is calculated using 
the following equation: Cu Eq. = [(Cu % x 20 x Cu price) + (Au grade / 34.2857 x Au price) + (Ag grade / 34.2857 x Ag price) + 
(Co % x 20 x Co price) + (Zn % x 20 x Zn price)] / (20 x Cu price). We used Cu, Au, Ag, Co and Zn price of US$2.65, US$1,400 
and US$14.75, US$15.00 and US$1.19 respectively.  

Milestones 

Market Capitalization:       C$2 Million 

Shares Outstanding:           39,383,682 

Major Shareholders:   Orefinders Resources (14%) 

      SIDEX, SDBJ 

Springer Zone 2019 Drill Program Complete 

Springer Drill Results & Data Compilation Complete 

Perry Geological Model & Drill Targets Complete 

Resource Expansion Drilling at Springer & Perry Q1 / Q2 2020 

Maiden 43-101 Resource 2020 

Capital Structure 
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1) Three Different Zones with high-grade near surface disseminated         
          mineralization 
 

2) Additional mineralized zone previously determined to be barren 
 

3) 12 holes with +100-metre mineralized intervals (all from surface) 
 

3) Mineralized crown pillars intact adding significant volume 

Hinge Zone 

Mill Zone 

Southeast 
Zone 

 Visit www.powerore.com or email sstewart@powerore.com for more detail 


